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The FORC framework

Perfect Nd2Fe14B grain

One of the key factors limiting the
performance of magnets is that the
T = 300 coercivity
K
and other parameters have a
distribution with a finite width, and the
reversal starts at the weakest link.

We must first determine the distribution
of coercivities to learn how to reduce the
µ0Hextwidth of this distribution
4.97 TThe FORC technique characterizes a system via the
distribution the local coercivities Hc and in addition the
local interaction fields Hb
FORC captures these as a joint distribution ρ(Hc,Hb)
instead of a product of two distributions, thus capturing
underlying correlations
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FORC basics – Building on Preisach modeling
- Hysteretic behavior modeled as a collection of hysterons
(Preisach 1935)
- Hysterons are two state systems with an interaction field Hb
and a coercivity Hc, with distribution ρ(Hc,Hb)
M

1
Hb

H

2 Hc

- Mathematical foundation: Mayergorz 1987
- Phenomenology, modelling: Dellatorre, Vajda, Cardelli
- Assume coercivity & bias field distribution ρ(Hc,Hb)
- Fit parameters of ρ(Hc,Hb) to reproduce hysteresis loop
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FORC basics
1.

Measure First Order Reversal Curves (FORCs) on sample

2. Select a model and simulate FORCs
3. Determine ρ(H,HR) from both

4. Evaluate/develop model based on
how well simulated FORCs reproduce
experimental FORCs

UCDavis: Pike et al 1998; Katzgraber, GTZ PRL 2002; Winklhofer, GTZ 2006
Iasi: Stancu 2003; Stoleriu, Postolache, Spinu 2003 - ….
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FORC in the literature
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Outline
The evolution of theories for interacting systems:
(1) Mean field theory
(2) Controlled fluctuation expansion around mean field
Not available for FORC until recently
1. Strong dipolar interaction:
1.1. Mean Field Theory of FORC
1.2 Controlled local fluctuations corrections
1.3 Test/verify theory experimentally on nanoparticle arrays
2. Strong exchange interaction:
2.1 Analyze FORC diagrams in terms of nucleation
2.2 Establish phase diagram
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can track the evolution of the interaction field that
ticle is subjected to, during the magnetization prohave actually defined a zero Kelvin (all the thermal
ere neglected) Ising-type model in which intrinsic
Wishbone
FORCs
Paradigm
in Many Classes of Magnets
ies were
taken into account.
In:Ref.
20, we named
of model Ising-Preisach to stress the links with

FIG. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of pillar sample.

to the substrate. The magnetization was normalized by the
saturation magnetization. The FORC distribution generated
from this data is shown in Fig. 5!b". Again, Max denotes the
value of ! at the “irreversible peak,” which is located in the
case at about Hc = 23 mT, Hb = 20 mT. A large reversible
ridge can be seen on the Hc = 0 axis. The most prominent
feature of the FORC distribution, aside from the reversible
ridge, is a two branch “wishbone” structure. The vertical
cross-section through this ridge is shown in Fig. 5!c". Two
negative “valleys” can be also be seen in Fig. 5!b": one at
high coercivity just below the Hb = 0 axis, and another adjacent to the reversible ridge.
In the following sections we develop a qualitative understanding of the physical mechanisms which give rise to the
Nd2Fe14B,
Nanowire
features
of this measured FORC signature.

Schrefl, GTZ
arrays, Stancu
JAP (2012)
JAP (2013)
IV. MEAN FIELD MODELING

We next show that the wishbone structure of the FORC
signature in Fig. 5!b" can be qualitatively accounted for using a interacting hysteron model with a negative !antiparallel" mean field and distributed coercivities. Let us begin with

Perpendicular recording
media, Ross, Pike, GTZ,
7
PRB (2005)
FIG. 5. !a" The first-order reversal curve !FORC" data for nickel
pillar sample. To make it easier for the eye to resolve individual

Dipolar Interaction Strong:
Mean Field appropriate
Proposition: Mean field theory can explain wishbone FORC
We simulated a 100x100 dipole array with mean field interactions
at T=0, determined FORC diagram
Each dipole has its own anisotropy Hki
Distribution D(Hki): rectangular, Gaussian
Interaction - Mean Field: Hinti= αM(H)
Down-flip: H+Hinti<-HKi
Up-flip: H+Hinti>HKi
Re-evaluate M(H), keep flipping until all dipoles stable
Rotate from (H,HR) to (Hb,Hc) axes: HB=(Hup+Hdn)/2 HC=(Hup-Hdn)/2
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Non-Interacting Arrays – Ridge || Hc axis
FORC ρ is not 0 when slope
of neighboring FORCs is
different

Pi(HKi) down-flips at Hdni=-HKi
and up-flips at Hupi=HKi
1. For rectangular D(Hk)
neighboring FORCs match
for most H:
-d(dM/dH)/dHR= ρ =0
2. HR=-HKi, Pi is last to down-flip, last to up-flip:

Hk(min)

dM/dH of last upflip unmatched by nearest HR:-d(dM/dH)/dHR>0:
Number of unmatched last upflips = number of hysterons with Hki:
FORC is a ridge along Hc: ρ(Hb=0,Hc)=D(HK), the coercivity
distribution

Demagnetizing Arrays – Ridge || Hc axis
Htot=H+αM(H)

α<0

P(Hkmin) unmatched (min)
Hdnmin=-HKmin-αMS
Hupmin=HKmin-αMS
HB=(Hup+Hdn)/2 HC=(Hup-Hdn)/2

Low HC end shifted by
ΔHB=-αMS ΔHC=0	


P(Hkmax) unmatched (max)
Hdnmax=-Hkmax+αMS
Hupmax=HKmax-αMS
High HC end shifted by
ΔHB=0 ΔHC=-αMS
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Demagnetizing Arrays – Ridge
Last upflip fields shifted
by interaction

Htot=H+αM(H)

α<0

Ridge modified by mean
field:
1. Low HC end shifted by
ΔHB=-αMS off HC axis	

2. High HC end not
shifted off Hc axis
3. Ridge length increases
Dobrota, Stancu (2013)
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Demagnetizing Arrays – Edge || Hb axis
On every FORC P(Hkmin) first to upflip
-No interaction: 1st upflips at H=Hkmin
Same matched field every FORC, ρ=0
-Interaction: 1st upflip fields shifted,
thus unmatched
Top FORC
H=HKmin-αMS, HR=-HKmin-αMS
Bottom FORC:
H=HKmin+αMS, HR=-HKmax+αMS
First upflip fields are not matched
- A ρ>0 edge forms by interaction,
- Edge is tilted
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Demagnetizing Arrays–Negative FORC Region

Many FORCs exhibit negative regions
Change rectangular D(HK) to Gaussian
For decreasing half of Gaussian D(HK),
the number of dipoles along FORCs is
decreasing in the high HK region Previously matching dM/dHs now decrease:
Negative FORC ρ (only) in high HK region
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Demagnetizing Arrays – Mean Field Theory

Ridge: unmatched last upflip,
Represents Hk coercivity distribution
Edge: unmatched first upflip
Represents interaction parameters
Effects of Mean Field Interactions:
1. Min HK end shifts to HB>0
2. Max HK end stays at HB=0
3. Ridge length increases by -αMS
4. Edge develops to negative HR
5. Negative region: from peaked D(HK)
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Beyond Mean Field: Nearest Neighbor Interaction
Controlled expansion around Mean Field: local fluctuations
Include nearest neighbor non-mean field terms

(dn1) positive saturation à checkerboard (↑↑↑ à ↑↓↑: Hint=2Hn.n.)
(dn2) checkerboard à negative saturation (↓↑↓ à ↓↓↓: Hint= -2Hn.n.)
(dn3) frust. checkerboard à frust. checkerboard (↓↑↑ à↓↓↑: Hint
15=0)
	


Experimental Test of Mean Field Theory
(K. Liu, R. Dumas)
Polycrystalline Co ellipses
E-beam lithography
Liftoff technique
Major/minor axis: 220/110nm
Created 50x50 micron array of ellipses
Measure middle of the array to avoid edge effects
- magnetizing arrays
- demagnetizing arrays
Varied coupling strength by varying separation: 150/200/250 nm
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MFM

Simulation

SEM

Experiment

Experiment vs. Mean Field Theory

MF+NN close to experiment
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SUMMARY, Part 1: Mean Field FORC

1. Developed Mean Field Theory of FORC technique
2. Explained paradigmatic wishbone structure, present in many
classes of magnets
- Ridge: Represents Hk coercivity distribution
- Edge: Represents interaction parameters
3. Developed controlled fluctuation expansion around Mean Field
4. Verified on controlled arrays of nanoparticles
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t al.

J. Appl. Phys. 111, 07A728 (2012)

2. StrongDemagnetizing
Exchange: Mean
Field-not
appropriate:
Arrays
Ridge
Boomerang FORCs
Another two-branched FORC is observed on certain FeNdB permanent
magnets where exchange is much stronger.
We termed these FORCs “boomerangs”
Boomerangs can be unmasked in large
number of FORCs with deshearing
FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) First order reversal curves measured

ple as shown in Fig. 2(d). Remarkably
telet sample reveals a simple structure of
broadened in two directions into a ridge

on a cubic Nd2Fe14B magnet. (b) corresponding FORC diagram. (c) First order reversal curves desheared with a demagnetizing factor of N ¼ 0.33; (d) corresponding FORC diagram.

Schrefl, Zimanyi et al, JAP (2012)
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are shown in Fig. 3. The resemblance between the measured
and the simulated FORCs is striking, suggesting that the
simulated model is capturing the physics of the experimental

Demagnetizing
- Ridge
Wishbone vs.Arrays
Boomerangs

Hb
Hb
Hc

Hc

Wishbone

Boomerang

Ridge tracks Hc axis
Edge tracks Hb axis
High Hc end on Hc axis
Ridge-edge angle < 90

Ridge 45 from Hc axis, tracks H axis
Edge 45 from Hb axis, tracks HR axis
High Hc end away from Hc axis
Ridge-edge angle = 90

Demagnetizing
Arrays
- Ridge
Simulation
Details

5µx5µx1µ sample with 50nmx100x100nm and 50nmx200x200nm grains ~
10,000 - 50,000 grains
Use OOMMF code
Individual grains modeled without internal structure: no multi-domain grain
Parameters need to be scaled:
- Ms naturally scaled with the grain volume
- K naturally scaled by grain volume, or logarithmically corrected
- A(scaled) inter-grain exchange is known poorly:
(1) Estimate range of A(scaled) – Skomsky theory
(2) Explore estimated range of A(scaled)
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Another case is gr
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Index Terms—Anisotropy, grain boundaries, intergranular exchange, thin films.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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rationale
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small
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one can linearize the
soft grains, record energy
products
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The model
is shown in Fig. 2: two adjacent but misaligned
This paper
focuses
on theinmesoscopic
spin structure in the
problem [10]:

where

quasidiscontinuity of the magnetization and yields a perturbation
which decays exponentially inside the grains. An effective intergranular exchange is obtained as a micromagnetically well-defined
function of the grain-boundary exchange, and it is discussed how
grain boundaries affect the hysteresis loops of nanostructures.
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NTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Top view of a granular thin film (schematic). The arrows show the
magnetization in the middle of each grain, and the no local easy axes may be
aligned (oriented) or random.

but in practice it is difficult to realize the theoretical predictions
vicinity of nonideal grain boundaries. The basic idea is shown
[4], [5]. One reason is reduced exchange at grain boundaries
(3a)
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separated
by
grains, characterized by the bulk exchange , are 22
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thickness
.
(In
the
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boundary
region
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exchange
Fig. 3. Spin structure in the vicinity of the grain boundary. The jump
must be replaced
by the
respectinuumtoapproximation,
amounts
a quasidiscontinuityand
of the magnetization
at the grain
boundary.
tive exchange stiffnesses and .) The anisotropy constant of
[1] G. C. Hadjipanayis,
the two grains is , and their easy axes are given by the units

is the thickness of the atomic layers. However, layer-
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Sweeping with Exchange A
A=5E-10 J/m

HR (T)

A=1E-10 J/m

A=2.5E-9 J/m
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A=5E-9 J/m

A=1E-9 J/m

A=7E-9 J/m

µ0SM=S 1.64
= 1.64
µ0M
T T
3 3
= 4.3
MJ/m
KUK=U 4.3
MJ/m
5µmx5µmx1µm
5µmx5µmx1µm

H (T)

Sweeping with Exchange A – Zooming to Transition

HR (T)

A=2E-9 J/m

A=3E-9 J/m

A=4E-9 J/m

MS = 1.64 T
KU = 4.3 MJ/m3
5µmx5µmx1µm

H (T)
A=5E-9 J/m

A=6E-9 J/m

H (T)

A=7E-9 J/m
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Strong Exchange
Demagnetizing
Arrayscreates
- Ridge
Reversal by Domain growth, Explains boomerangs
- Left facing boomerang FORCs observed for A(scaled) >2x10-9 J/m
- Proposition: Boomerangs indicate reversal by
exchange-driven domain wall growth
- Relatively strong inter-grain exchange, A’/A > 0.1
needed to explain boomerang FORCs
HR
H

Diagnostics of Energy Terms

For A > 3x10-9 J/m
E(exchange) ~ E(dipolar)
Evidence for importance
of exchange, but not
decisive
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Energy FORCs
Magnetic FORC

Exchange FORC

Demag FORC

Anisotropy FORC

Zeeman FORC

A=2.5E-9 J/m
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Energy FORC Diagram
Magnetic FORC

Demag FORC

Anisotropy FORC

Zeeman FORC

Exchange FORC

The FORC of
Anisotropy closely
tracks the FORC of the
Exchange
Anisotropy and
Exchange may be
viewed as acting
together
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Diagnostics of Energy Terms

For A > 3x10-9 J/m
E(exchange)+E(anisotropy)
> E(dipolar)
Evidence that exchange is
important driver of reversal
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The Physics of Boomerangs: Ridge || H axis

A=5E-9

First/smallest HR:
(1) Large down-flip avalanche at specific HR: the
first nucleated down-flip domain rapidly
propagates, as the exchange coupling from the
already down-flipped spins drives the rapid
domain wall propagation
(2) The up-flip along first FORC is not by avalanche,
as the up-flipping domains see a multi-domain
background. Up-flip events occur through a
range of H fields
Ridge forms in FORC, at smallest HR, parallel to H
Down-flip: single large avalanche at specific HR
Up-flip: sequential flips over a range of H
Wishbone: ridge parallel to Hc
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The Physics of Boomerangs: Edge || HR axis

A=5E-9

Larger HRs: Mirror image of ridge
(1) Major loop up-flips by large avalanche at
specific H, as the exchange coupling from the
already up-flipped spins drives the domain
wall propagation
(2) FORCs close to down-saturation: their downflip was not accelerated by exchange, so it
took place over a range of HRs.
When these few down-flipped domains upflip, they propagate across a largely down-flipped
region, so the exchange drives the domain wall
propagation in an avalanche largely similar to the
avalanche of the major loop: occurs at single H.
Edge forms in FORC, larger HRs, parallel to HR
Down-flip: occurred at a range of HR
Up-flip: single large avalanche at specific H
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The Physics of Boomerangs: Negative Region

A=5E-9

FORC slope
increases: positive
FORC amplitude:
ridge

FIG. 2. (C
on a cubi
gram. (c)
netizing fa

FORC slope
decreases
because of
magnetizing right
shift of up-flip
field: negative
FORC amplitude
platelet shaped sample as shown in Fig. 2(d). Remarkably
slope
the FORC ofFORC
the platelet
sample reveals a simple structure of
increases:
positive
a well defined
peak broadened
in two directions into a ridge
FORC
amplitude:
in a correlated
manner
as captured by the curvature of the
ridge, whichedge
yields itself to a much more transparent physical interpretation. Figure 2(d) closely resembles the FORC
diagram measured for the same magnetic material directly in
a platelet shape.
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granular phase layer on the magnetization reversal of
modeled samples comprising platelet-shaped grains with a
mean grain size of 250 ± 70 nm in width and
120 ± 30 nm in height. The saturation magnetization
(l0Ms), the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (K1) and the
exchange stiﬀness (A) of the Nd2Fe14B phase were chosen
to be 1.61 T, 4.5 MJ m#3 and 12 pJ m#1, respectively [23].
Available
online
Based on the microstructure
studies, two
typesatofwww.sciencedirect.com
the intergranular phases exist: one with a thickness of less than or
equal to 5 nm and the other with a thickness of larger than
5 nm. The thick intergranular phase was assumed to be
non-magnetic. The K1 of the thin intergranular phase was
H. Sepehri-Aminand
etMaterialia
al. / Acta
Materialia
61 (2013)
61 (2013)
chosen to be 0 MJ m#3. The l0MActa
A of the thin
inter-6622–6634
s
granular phase were varied from 0.5 T and 8 pJ m#1 to 0 T
and 0 pJ m#1. Tetrahedron meshes with a maximum size of
2.5 nm were applied for the GBs, which grow to a maximum value of 15 nm in Nd2Fe14B grains, and the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation at each node was solved
using FEMME software [24].

Inter-grain Arrays
Exchange
A’
Demagnetizing
- Ridge
ScienceDirect
in TMC Samples
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6622–6634
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Inter-grain exchange A’/A ~ 0.6
some
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lyingobserved
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the platelets were
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